WHY PURCHASE

PRODUCTS?

10 REASONS WHY
ARCHITECTS,
DEVELOPERS AND
INTERIOR DESIGNERS
SPECIFY PRESERVED
INTERIORS

They Appear Identical to Living Plants
They are so realistic looking that you cannot
tell the difference between preserved or live
plants

They are Virtually Carefree
No water, light, feeding,
pruning ever needed, only
the occasional dusting

They are easy to Install
On average for 2 preserved 15 foot palms, all
is needed is 2 workers, a 12 foot ladder and
about an hour and a half to install

Guarantee
Every Plant includes a 4
year guarantee from date
of purchase and can last
from 7 to 8 years or more

They are ideal for low or no light locations
Designers can now expand their palette
design in any location regardless of lighting
levels, ventilation or irrigation systems

They are custom Built
We build according to your
needs and specification
from 4ft to 50 feet in height

They will never die
Unlike live plants or trees, preserved
Interiors plants and trees will never
die of disease

Inherently Fire Proof
All of our products include
internal fire retardant backed by
a Fire Marshall Certificate

Considerable Cost Savings
When compared to the annual
maintenance cost associated with
live plants, Preserved Interiors
provide potential savings in the
short & long term

Construction Factors
With Preserved Interiors, there is no
need for drainage, floor load
bearing capacity or special lighting

We at Preserved Interiors produce an excellent award winning quality product
with numerous quality installations worldwide. When bringing the beauty of
nature indoors or outdoors, the choice is clear. Preserved Interiors turns your
interior & exterior landscape visions into reality. We look forward to providing
our replica and preserved products to your firm and assure you the highest,
most professional level of service you would expect. Should you have any
questions please feel free to contact us.

1-866-386-4555
www.preservedinteriors.com

